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In this paper we derive a general invariance principle for empirical processes indexed by 
smooth functions. The method is applied to prove bounds for the convergence of the empirical 
distributions which might be useful to verify asymptotic normality of smooth statistical functionals. 
As one further application we get the convcrgcnce of the so-called empirical characteristic 
function process. 
AMS Subj. Class.: hOF0S. 62E20 
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0. Introduction 
Let 51, C&5_,. . . bc an indcpcndcnt and identically distributed sequence of random 
variables with values in some sample space (S, Y) and defined over some probability 
space (0, SQ, I’). For each w E R and every II EN, form the empirical measure pz 
assigning to each A c S. A E 9’. the relative frequency of points f‘,(w), . . . , .$,(w) 
falling into the set A. Let g ]Y denote the distribution of 51, and put. for each 
bounded (measurable) real function f on S, 
Then, if f ranges over some class 9 of functions, a,, will bc called the empirical 
P-process. If F is the uniform distribution on [0, l] and 9 is the class of indicator 
functions f = lto.,~, 0~ I s 1, Donsker’s invariance principle for empirical processes 
states that, in obvious notation, 
Y 
{a,,(f): 0s I5 1) +P(f): 0s I s 1) 
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where B” is a Brownian Bridge and ‘9’ denotes convergence in distribution in the 
space D[O, 11 (cf. [l]). More recently (see, e.g.. [6]). some authors obtained 
invariance principles for empirical processes indexed by classes of sets which in 
some sense are not too large. 
In [18] (see also [12]) similar results were obtained for classes of functions. It 
is proved that under some entropy condition on 9 
{a,(f):f~9}-={G,(f):fE9} asn -*oo 
where ‘w’ means convergence in a weak-star sense. Here G, is a centered Gaussian 
process with covariance 
cov(G,(f), G,(g)) = J JJ fg dp - f dcr g dcc. f. g E 3. (0.1) 
Furthermore, if e,( f, g) := IIf - g/z is the CL -Lz-metric on 9, G, may be chosen so 
as to have continuous sample paths under c,. The above mentioned entropy 
condition on 9 is formulated in terms of an appropriate metric p, roughly stating 
that, for each S > 0, 9 may be covered by m (6) balls of diameter less than or equal 
to ci, whcrc UI (8) is some finite number for which certain upper exponential bounds 
arc available. A somewhat different concept of entropy has been considered in [7]. 
In this paper wc only consider the case when 41, lz.. . . is a random sample on 
ths real lint, i.c.. S = R. and f is a class of smooth functions. In this cast it stems 
more convcnicnt to find conditions on F, the underlying distribution function (d.f.) 
of CL, rather than an entropy condition under which (Y,, has a weak limit. 
As a conscqucnce of our main result we obtain upper bounds for the distance 
bctwccn the empirical measure p,, and the true distribution CL. This may bc of some 
interest for proving asymptotic normality of smooth statistical functionals. As a 
second example we get an invariance principle for the empirical characteristic 
function process. 
For most of the paper we shall deal with functions f uniformly bounded by some 
constant C<m, say. It seems likely that almost everything holds also in the case 
when 9 is bounded by some function h satisfying appropriate integrability condi- 
tions. From a statistical point of view, however, it is as well necessary to study cy,, 
when p is not the true hypothetical distribution. In this case p(f) is a priori not 
defined if one admits arbitrary ‘test functions’f. 
1. The invariance principle 
Throughout this section suppose that 9 is a class of functions satisfying the 
following assumptions: 
(i) each f E .F has a continuous dcrivativc f’. 
(ii) 1 f(x)] s C < CO and if’(~)/ < C < CO for all f E 9 and x E R. 
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(iii) 3 := {f’: f~ 3} is an equicontinuous class of functions on each compact 
subset of the real line. 
Condition (iii) is only needed to deal more easily with measurability arguments. It 
is satisfied, e.g., if, on each compact K c R, 3’ is uniformly Lipschitz of some order 
O<ax c 1. In what follows we may assume w.1.o.g. C = 1. 
TO formulate an invariance principle for the process {a,(f): f~ 3) we still have 
to make some remarks on the underlying concept of convergence in distribution. 
For f, g E 9, put 
d(f, g) := c 2-‘“(llf -gum +IIf -g’llm) 
m-1 
where II. IL is the sup-norm on [-m, m], m EN. Then, clearly, d defines a metric 
on 5, for which d( fn, f) + 0 if and only if fn and f L converge to f and f’, respectively, 
uniformly on compacta. Since CL,, and p are tight probability measures on the real 
line, we have that, for each o l 0 and every n EN, a:(f) has continuous sample 
paths along f E (3, d). 
Furthermore, it follows from the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem and a well-known 
formula on differentiation in the limit that (3,d) is relatively compact. Since n,, 
has a natural extension to the closure of 3, we may assume w.1.o.g. that 9 is closed 
and hcncc compact. In particular, (.F, tf 1 is separable. By standard arguments one 
can see that on C(9) (=space of real continuous functions on 9), the Borel-field 
pertaining to the uniform topology coincides with the cr-field generated by the 
projections C(3) 3 ff - H(f). f E 9. This shows that (r,, is a random element in 
C(S). Hence its distribution is well dctincd. In the main thcorcm of this section 
WC shall show that under some mild conditions on F, the d.f. of 5,. {cl,,(f): f E9t) 
convcrgcs to {G(f): f E 9}, which is a ccntcrcd CIaussian process with the same 
covariancc structure as in (0.1). Also, G may bc chosen so as to have continuous 
sample paths along f E (g, d). 
In what follows a wri~lrf functiotl is any positive continuous function on (0, I) 
nondccreasing (nonincreasing) in some neighbourhood of zero (one), and 
F ‘(r):=inf(~~R: F(u)af), O<fsl, 
F -l(O) := sup{cc E R: F(U) = 0) 
will be the inverse of F. 
Theorem 1.1. Let F be a distribution furtction on the real line with I_( = F-‘(O), 
17 = F -l(l), F(il) = 0. Suppose F has a density F’ which is strictly posirice and 
cotzritu~ous or1 (4, li) and we have fitlife limits 
F’@ ‘) = lim F’(x), 
x 114 
F’(C) = I~iE F’(x ). 
Assume that for some weight frmction h, 
(1.1) 
and 
I 
I 
(f(l-I))-‘exp{-k’h~(t)/r(l-r)}dr<so ~~~SOUWK,O<K<~C. 
0 
(1.2) 
{a,,(f):f~~j;)~{G(/):f~~} indisfriblrrionasn ~CCJ. (1.3) 
Before proving the above result, we shall make some comments on the conditions 
(1.1) and (1.2). For this, suppose w.l.0.g. that h has a continuous derivative h’ on 
(0, 1). Consider the condition 
Then, by the monotonicity of h in neighbourhoods of zero and one, one obtains 
that each of ( 1.1) and ( 1 .l’) implies )n 111 (F(u )) + 0 as u -, *f03. Hence, upon intcprat- 
ing by parts, (1.1) and ( 1. I’) arc equivalent, and in each case 
I- 
I 
P 
If (F(u)) d1r = - dt’(F(~r ))F(du ). 
‘D -rx: 
13~ fliildcr’s inequality, ( I. I’) holds whcncver 
I Ill I”F(dl1) < 00 
and 
j- m Ih’(F(u ))I”F(du ) = I,’ 111 ‘(x )I“ dx < 43 
LD 
forsomcp,q>l, l/p+l/cl=l. 
Condition (1.2) is equivalent to the set of conditions 
and 
( 1 -I) -’ cxp{-Kk ‘(t)/( 1 -r,} dr < 00, 
I R 
(1.2’) 
( 1.2”) 
0 <S < I, for some 0 C K C 0;). Write, for small f > 0, 
/r(r) = JI log log l/cg(r). 
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Then (1.27 becomes 
which is always satisfied (,for some large K), if g is bounded away from zero. On 
the other hand, if g is bounded on (0.6) together with its first derivative, then 
h’(r)=O(r-’ :(log log(l/t))’ :), r-o, 
. . 
i.e., ji jh’(x )I“ dx < ;o for each q < 2. Similarly, for the upper tails. Hence (1.1) and 
t 1.2) are valid for an appropriate h if F has finite moments of order p > 2. A 
logarithmic refinement may be obtained, if, instead of Holder’s inequality, one 
applies an integrated version of Young’s inequality (cf. [lo]). 
On the other hand, if g(f) 3c >O in a neighbourhood of zero, (1.1) implies 
II, b/F(u) dlc < SC. x E W, which, upon integrating by parts, yields jlD 11 ‘F(du) < JO. 
Similarly for the upper tails, i.e., F has a finite second moment. 
To prove the theorem we shall always use the representation 
of a, in terms of a uniform empirical process 6, on [0, 11. Condition (1.2) will be 
needed to show that the sequence (8,,(f )/h(f ): 0 <I < I) is stochastically bounded, 
as n -t JO. Together with ( 1 .I 1 this w;ll guarantee tightness of {n”(f): /E $}. n E bl. 
Note that 
I 
b 
I 
I 
h(F(u)) dlc = h(r)/F’~ F-‘(r)dr. 
-r 0 
In this form (1.1) sets a condition on the density-quantile function F’ 0 F-‘. When 
using the above representation of a,, it will be more convenient to work with the 
last integral rather than its original form. 
Now, for the boundedness of {am/h : II E f~}. we shall rest on the following estimate 
from [ 191. 
Lemma 1.2. Let 0 < 6 < 1, 0 C a < 1 artd w > 0 be sctch r/tar 
h(a)-h(qa)sl6h(a), a <fS, 8a s nw’h’(a)6’. 
Then 
q~cup_~lu,(r)l/h(r)>n”‘w ~2Pll~,(a)(/h(a)>n”‘w(l-6)). (1.4) 
To be precise, it has been tacitly assumed in Lemma 1.2 that h is nondecreasing 
on (0, a]. Since we shall be interested in &,/h only on arbitrarily small neighbour- 
hoods of zero this may be done w.1.o.g. according to the general growth conditions 
on h. Now, to estimate the right-hand side of (1.4) one needs the following upper 
exponential bound for binomial tails (cf. [ 191). 
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Lemma 1.3. Suppose that T] has a binomial distribution with parameters 0 <p < 1 
and n E N. Then for each I > 0 and every 0 < 6 < 1 one has 
Ph -vl zzw2( 
exp{-(1 -6)zZ/2np}, if z 5 npx,, 
M-(1 -S)x6z12L if z > npxs 
where x6 is some positive number depending only on S. 
Lemma 1.4. Assume that h satisfies (1.2). 7hen {&(t)/h(t): O< t < 1) is stochas- 
tically bounded as n + 00. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of [19, eq. (2.2)] (see also [17]). Note 
first, that for fixed 0 <a < $, by Donsker’s invariance principle, 
{a?“(t)/h(t): a c t < 1 -a} ~{f?()(t)/h(t): a it c 1 -aI 
in the Skorokhod space D[a, 1 -a], since l/h is continuous and hence bounded 
on [a, 1 -a]. In particular, {6,/h : n E N} is stochastically bounded when restricted 
to [a, 1 -a]. Hence, it remains to prove that for given E >O one can find some 
small a > 0 and some large K > 0 such that 
(1.5) 
Similarly on [ 1 -a, 1). To show (1.5). choose some (large) 0 <q < 1 and divide 
(O,a] into intervals (O,p/n]. (p/n,q”“a], . . . , (qa, a], where p >O is some small 
positive number and m(J E N is such that qrnCBc’ “p/n <q”‘“a. Let 
61:~ := min{er,. . . , &} be the smallest order statistic in a uniform sample on [0, 11. 
Then 
P((,:,sp/ff)= l-(l-p/n)“-,l-exp{-p}, 
which can be made small upon choosing p small enough. On {[r:,, >p/rz} 
GP “2 sup t O<r..p/n “‘/h(t) --, 0, 
as easily follows from (1.2). 
On [4 “+la,qma],m =0, 1,. . . , mo, we may apply Lemma 1.2 (with w = Kn-“2) 
and Lemma 1.3 to get 
f’ ( p,;~p<alk(t)llh 0) > K > 5 
ml1 
s4 1 
m-0 
K2(1 -6)‘h’(q”a) 
2q ‘“a I 
f exp{-con “‘h(q”a)K)], (1.6) 
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co := $( 1 - 6 )‘xa. The first sum is easily bounded by 
~~~~ar-lexp(_K2~l-~)3h~(~)]dl, 
which by assumption can be made arbitrarily small by choosing K sufficiently large 
and a > 0 sufficiently small. The second sum is easily estimated using the fact that, 
by (1.2), h(t)/t”*-,oo as t-0. Cl 
Corollary 1.5. Suppose that (I. 1) nnd (1.2) are satisfied. Then, for given E > 0, one 
may find some 0 < a C 1 such that for all n E N 
P dt > e) s & 
and 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
Proof. It remains to prove (1.7), (1.8) being similar. For given E >O use Lemma 
1.4 to find some K > 0 such that P(A,,) s E for all n E N, where 
sup I&(l))/h(l)>K 
,I-!,-., 
By (l.l), one may find some (small) O<a c 1 with 1,: h(t)/F’oF-‘(t) dtse/K, 
whence on R\A, 
J ’ l&U)1 ” h(f) ” F’+‘(t) drcK J o FtoF-,tt)dr~E. 0 
The next lemma will be crucial for proving tightness of {an(f): f E S}, n E N. 
Lemma 1.6. Suppose rhat (1.1) and (1.2) are satisfied. Then for each e > 0 one 
may find some (small) 6 > 0 such that for all n E N 
Proof. We may and do assume w.1.o.g. that 6 has the representation 6 = F-‘(g), 
where fl, & . . . is a uniform sample on [0, 11. Let a,, denote the uniform empirical 
process pertaining to (1,. . . , &. Under the regularity assumptions (i)-(iii) we then 
have upon integrating by parts 
%(/-I=- J * f’u=-‘w) 0 F’(F-‘(f)) G,(r) dr, f~ 9. (1.9) 
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Note that (1.9) is valid according to (1.1) and (1.2). though f need not be of bounded 
variation. Now, take any E >O and choose OCa C 1 as in Corollary 1.5. Let 
I := [F-‘(a ), F-‘( 1 -a)] and choose m E I’W so large that I c [-m, m]. Let s’ denote 
some small positive number to be specified later on and put S := 82-“. Then, if 
d(f, g)<-S, we get II/‘-g’]],,, cs’and therefore 
Since F’ is bounded away from zero on I we may apply the continuity theorem 
on weak convergence to get from Donsker’s result that the last summand converges 
in distribution to 
s’ 
I 
‘-O ]$“(O] 
‘I F’ o F-‘(r) df’ 
By choosing s’ sutficiently small we may therefore infer that for all n E iV 
l%(f)--cr,(g)Is3c: for all f, g E 9 with d(f, g) s 6, 
up to an event of probability less than or equal to 3~. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. First note that by the multidimensional central limit theorem 
the finite dimensional distributions of {a,(f): f~ 9) converge to those of {G(f): f~ 
S}. Furthermore, USC Lemma 1.6 to find, for given TJ >O, an cquicontinuous class 
X of functions in C(9) such that a,,( *) E X with probability greater than 1 -v, for 
each n E RJ. Finally, USC: (1.9) again to get some finite K such that for all n E N 
A slight modification of the arguments given in the proof of [l, Theorem 8.21 now 
shows that {a.(/):f~ 9}, n E fV, is tight. This proves Theorem 1.1. 0 
2. Distances of probability measures 
Let .II denote the space of all probability measures on the real line endowed 
with the topology %! of weak convergence. It is known that (J, ‘U) may be metrized 
by each of the following two metrics: 
d,,,(p*, u) := inf{s > 0: v(F) s p (F’) + E for all closed F} 
where F’ := {x E R: infYEF]x - y] < E} is the closed e-neighbourhood of F, and 
dl~,.(p.v):=sup(lJ/dp_-Jfdul:fELip(l.1)) 
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where Lip(1, 1) is the class of Lipschitz functions of order 1 bounded by 1. The 
metrix dp, was introduced in [16], while dg,_ (the dual-bounded Lipschitz metric) 
was defined in [9]. 
For the sequence of empirical distributions it follows from the Glivenko-Cantelli 
theorem that P-as. 
d&d(~~~, cr I--, 0 as n + ax 
It is known (cf. [5]) that for a uniform sample the rate of convergence is of order 
n 
-l/2 
roughly. This may be achieved by relating d.(~,, @FL) to the maximal deviation 
be&en F,, (the empirical d.f.) and F, for which well known estimates exist. In 
general, the same rate of convergence would yield asymptotic normality of smooth 
statistical functionals (see, e.g., [ll]). 
Actually, suppose that T is a functional on .C1 for which 
T(G) - T(F) = L(G) - L(F) +o(d.(G, F)) 
where L is a weakly continuous linear functional (depending on F). Then L has 
the form 
L(G) = 1 IL(x)G(ds) 
for some bounded continuous function 4, and therefore 
n “‘(TV’,,) - T(F)) = n I” (L(dF,, - dF) + n “‘o(d .(F,, F)). (2.1) 
Hence, if II “*d.(F,, F) is stochastically bounded, then 
II “‘(TV’,) - T(F)) zN(O, (7’) as It +m, 
where U’ = j I/I’ dF - (I CL dF)‘. 
More recently (see [13]) the asymptotic bchaviour of d&,,, g) has been investi- 
gated in the non-uniform case. As a main result one has that if F has unbounded 
support, then d,&,,, I*) --, 0 as n -“’ y,, where y,, (*CO) is the implicit solution (in 
the case of regular symmetric F) of the equation n -“‘x = 1 -F(x’). Hence (2.1) 
is not applicable if d. = dt+ and F has unbounded support. As to the dtil_-metric 
one has [4] dHL s 2dr,. Thus it might well be the case that for a larger class of F’s, 
d,,,_ (F,, F) = O,.(n -“’ ), proving asymptotic normality of the left-hand side of (2.1). 
Formally, this cannot be achieved by a simple application of Theorem 1.1. 
Observe, however, that each f~ Lip( 1, 1) may be approximated arbitrarily closely 
by some function i continuously differentiable, bounded by one together with its 
first derivative. In fact, take any smooth kernel function K with bounded support, 
say, such that 
K(y) dy = 1 and 
I 
K’(y) dy = 0. 
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For given E >O, define 
j.(f)=e-’ j K((t-x)/e)f(r)dx. 
Then, clearly 
Furthermore, .& := {f: : f~ Lip( 1.1)) is equicontinuous for each E ~0. Hence, 
Theorem 1.1 is applicable for each gC := {fC : fc Lip( 1, 1)). Unfortunately, the same 
is not true for the closure of IJ c,O SC, which is Lip( 1.1) (we may and do assume 
that K has been chosen so that J ]K’(y )y 1 dy c 1, whence gE c Lip(1, 1)). 
As to the boundedness problem, however, the answer is positive if the assumptions 
of Theorem 1.1 are satisfied. By the preceding approximation argument we need 
only consider those f for which f’ exists and is continuous. Then an argument (based 
on (1.9)) similar to the proof of Lemma 1.6 shows that under the conditions of 
Theorem 1.1 
dt&,, CL) = O&-I”) as n + co. 
In particular, taking h(l)=(l(l -r)fn En l/f(l-t))“’ in Theorem 1.1, (1.1) is 
satisfied for each F for which F’ 0 F-‘, the density-quantile function of F (xc [ l4]), 
has lower and upper tail exponents of order less than $. These include (cf. [ 151) 
the normal, log-normal, exponential, extreme value, Weibull, logistic and uniform 
distribution as well as the Pareto distribution of parameter p < 4. Since cd:, s d,,[. 
it Follows from [13, Theorem l] that II “2d13L(pn, cc) is stochastically unbounded if 
p > 2. The case l sp < 2 is still unknown. 
3. Empirical characteristic functions 
In this section let 9 = {/,: I E I} where I is some bounded subset of the real line 
and f,(x) = ei” For I E I. Then, 9 clearly satisfies (i)-(iii) of Section 1. The Fact that 
f, attains complex values may be sidestepped by considering the real and imaginary 
part separately. 
Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 we then have for the so-called empirical 
characteristic function process 
{cr.(fr):r~f}~{G(/,):r~f} asn+m. (3.1) 
Alternatively, one might define the empirical characteristic function process as a 
process in I by putting 
e,(f) := n ‘%&(0-(P(0), tEI 
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where a,,(t) =jff dF” and a(r) =jfr d.F. In this form the weak convergence has been 
first established (under a moment condition) in [8], and later in [2]. Note that, since 
t-f, is a homeomorphism between I and 9 (endowed with the topology induced 
by d), both modes of convergence are equivalent. Our smoothness assumptions 
are somewhat stronger than those in [2]. This is due to the fact that in [2] the 
method of proof strongly uses the special analytical structure of 9, while in our 
case (3.1) follows from a fairly general invariance principle. 
In [8] the study of e, was motivated by the fact, that certain hypotheses on F 
may be expressed in terms of CF. In this situation, a goodness of tit test may be 
based on the empirical characteristic function process. As an example one might 
consider the imaginary part of (P” to detect a significant departure from the 
hypothesis of symmetry. Note that by Theorem 1.1 it is now possible to consider 
larger classes of (symmetric) functions leading to tests with greater efficiency. 
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